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Introduction
A brand new entry into the growing list of websites focused on man's ability to pound out a woman's
face with full throttle hip thrusting jaw jarring oral action. FacePounders looks pretty good right from
the start but offers fewer videos than many other sites while its catalog grows by a single new video
each week.

Adult Review
When this site was almost ready for the public TheTongue and some other industry insiders were given a pre-launch preview
and the reaction was very positive. The girls are beautiful and not picked from the same old batch of retreads you see on so
many sites these days. Most importantly, all of the videos were shot in top quality and each comes with extensive high-res
picture sets as well.
  
  FacePounders also comes with a fair number of bonus sites shown on the right side of this review and these additional sites
are each worth the price of admission in their own right. All of the files on the included sites are also DRM-free, so once you
download any of them they are yours to keep even if you later cancel your membership.
  
  The interface itself is very simple and straight forward offering a variety of dialup friendly and broadband enhanced
formats. The site even has some innovative new formats like movies specifically coded for your video Ipod!
  
  The biggest problem with the site is that it is so new. Having only been out a little over a month at the time this review was
written the members area contains only 13 full length movies inside it. The site is updating at a rate of 1 new movie per week
and the bonus sites do give you some more content in the meantime but obviously with such a small back catalog the site is
going to need some time to grow a bit. Take a look at the review date listed under the picture in our review and add 1 movie
for each week since that date. The older this review is, the more movies there are in the members area of Face Pounders.
  
  As an interesting side note, many oral sites get so strictly focused on mouth fucking that they exclude all other forms of sex
entirely. In these scenes the girls do plenty of throating but they each get fucked as well so you get to see them in full
functionality which is a big improvement over sites that do not bother showing you their lower half getting banged as well.
  
  Given some time TheTongue has no doubt that this site will become a powerhouse. It has all the right ingredients and it is
being published by a credible production company, we just wish they would have launched with another 15-20 scenes already
under their belts.

Porn Summary
Excellent face to lap action as these lesser known beauties bang out their tonsils with thick dick for your entertainment. In
another few months the site should be even better as it expands its smaller back catalog and becomes more robust.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'They touch their nose to a man's bellybutton and lower lip to his balls all without a single complaint'
Quality: 90  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 85
Support: 81 Unique: 78    Taste: 74        Final: 81

Porn Sites Included
Tanline Sex (81) ,Elly Jaine (79) ,TrueHentai (74) ,Euro Fuck Friends (73) 

Porn Niches
Big Cocks, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Oral, PornStars, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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